
Bath & Body

SOAK BUBBLE BATH IN 
CHERRY BLOSSOM
8.5oz/255ml
Indulge in the bubbliest, sweetest 
smelling bath you could ever 
imagine with luxurious Sliquid 
Bubble Bath. This dreamy tub-side 
staple is packed with moisturizing, 
body loving natural oils, infused with 
aromatic essential oils, and gentle 
on intimate areas.
SL-000562

SWEET SNOW SENSUAL 
BODY POWDER HONEY OF 
THE NYMPHS
8oz
Turn your lover’s body into a sweet 
dessert perfect for kissing and 
licking when you sprinkle on Sweet 
Snow. This sensual body powder 
is a light edible treat that dusts the 
skin with an irresistible Honey of the 
Nymphs scent and taste.

SH-030038

FROSTED CAKE OH SO 
SMOOTH SHAVE CREAM
7.2oz/213ml
Craving the smoothest, sweetest 
smelling, most touchably close-
shaven skin on the planet? Coochy 
Oh So Smooth’s silky Shave Cream 
will have legs, pits, bits and beyond 
incredibly soft as it leaves a lingering 
scent of vanilla, buttercream and 
lilac behind. Yummmm.
CL-900546

SPLASH FEMININE WASH IN 
GRAPEFRUIT THYME
8.5oz/255ml
A gentle, natural alternative to 
soap for effective cleansing of 
intimate areas, Splash comes to 
you from the always female-friendly 
Sliquid line. This silky body wash 
is free from irritating glycerine and 
parabens, it nourishes delicate 
skin while removing odor causing 
bacteria while leaving a fresh, clean 
feel.
SL-000296

CBD DAILY INTENSIVE 
CREAM
1.7 oz/48g
Enriched with a healthy dose of 
all-natural hemp and essential oils, 
Earthly Body’s CBD Daily Intensive 
Cream was formulated to help 
soothe, relax and relieve symptoms 
of muscle and joint pain.

CBD Daily Intensive Cream contains 
0% THC, is drug test safe and 
assuredly vegan. CBD. 
EB-021836

Edible



Massage

EDIBLE MASSAGE OIL 
HEART CANDLE IN 
STRAWBERRY
4.7oz/133g
Made with completely natural, high 
end ingredients that nourish and 
moisturize the skin while adding a 
dreamily smooth glide to hands-on 
touch, the melty, indulgent scent 
and silky feel helps soothe away 
stress and tension, plus, it’s edible, 
lickable, and delicious.

EB-001914

EDIBLE MASSAGE
OIL IN WATERMELON
8oz/236ml
A completely delicious, lick-able, 
suckable and absolutely indulgent 
oil for incredible hands (and lips)-on 
sexy and sensual massage, Earthly 
Body has specifically blended this 
silky pleasure staple to moisturize, 
soften and nourish skin.

EB-000943

ALMOND HONEY MASSAGE 
OIL
8oz/240ml
Packed with certified organic 
extracts of sunflower seed, 
lemongrass, gojiberry and aloe leaf 
along with indulgent sweet almond 
and coconut oils, Intimate Earth’s 
massage oil contains no irritating 
paraben and is 100% vegan. As 
well as enhancing massage, this 
versatile Almond Honey scented 
treat may be used as a post-shower 
moisturizer or bath oil.
NET-006455

NEON PINK MASSAGING 
ROLLER GLOVE
The design is super-simple, but 
incredibly effective at working out 
muscles kinks, bringing circulation 
back to cramped hands and wrists 
(we type a lot!) and although we 
didn’t try it out as a sex accessory, 
it’d probably be pretty good in that 
situation, too!
DEEVA-008866

Edible

Edible



Foreplay

Pick your pleasure from 4 
different games that you can 
play, incorporating the different 
colors as you go. Lover’s Libido 
quizzes you both on personal 
details, like and dislikes etc!

With combinations like Kiss 
Neck, Tickle Bottom and Caress 
Crotch, who knows where the 
night will lead?

KG-104385

KG-104255

SEX! 
CARD GAME

LET’S FOOL
AROUND DICE
GAME

BJ BLAST IN STRAWBERRY
18g/0.63oz
For an unforgettable oral sex 
experience, fill your mouth with BJ 
Blast before heading down, it’s a 
fizzy, popping, bursting treat with 
a deliciously sweet taste. If you’ve 
eaten pop rocks candy, you’ll 
recognize the sensation on your 
tongue; it does, however, have a 
much subtler result for an exciting, 
uniquely stimulating addition to a 
classic sex act.

PD-7432-60

DICKALICIOUS PENIS 
AROUSAL GEL IN 
STRAWBERRY
8.5oz/255ml
Dickalicious is a combination 
pleasure gel that both adds an 
arousing tingly, cooling sensation 
. Natural menthol is the active 
ingredient responsible for the 
cooling tingle; the gel is silky, 
smooth and easy to apply.

HOTT-020270

CHERRY BOMB CLIT 
AROUSAL IN CUPCAKE 
SWEETIE
1oz
A peppermint and menthol infused 
arousal gel that helps promote 
desire and increase female libido, 
Crazy Girl’s Cherry Bomb Clitoral 
Arousal in Cherry Knockout is a 
must have for playful ladies looking 
to enhance clit bliss.

CL-770514

GOODHEAD ONE SHOT 5 
PACK
1oz/29.6ml
Good Head Oral Delight Gel is the 
secret to the Ultimate Blowjob! 
You’ll love the tasty flavors in the 
One Shots set, which include 
Mystical Mint, Wild Cherry, Sweet 
Strawberry, Juicy Passion Fruit 
and Sexy Cinnamon, and everyone 
knows, the tastier the treat, the 
longer you’ll want to enjoy it!

DJ-1360-11-BX
Edible

Edible

Edible
Edible



Arousal For Her

Earthly Body’s Love Button is 
a perfect accompaniment to 
sex and foreplay. A dab on the 
clitoris, nipples or head of the 
penis will up blood flow to the 
area, awakening nerve endings 
and making you much more 
sensitive to touch.

Blending certified organic 
extracts, natural capsicum 
and aloe, Embrace inspires 
a thrillingly snug sensation, 
intensifies inner warmth and 
creates an overall ‘closer’ 
sensation for both mates. To 
use, apply a small amount to 
a finger and massage into the 
vaginal canal approximately 30 
minutes prior to sex.

Containing no menthol, 
parabens or animal ingredients, 
Discover relies on natural, 
organically sourced ingredients 
to encourage blood flow, 
causing the G-Spot to become 
more easily noticeable and 
sensitive.

LOVE BUTTON AROUSAL 
BALM

EB-000078 NET-006004

NET-006011

1oz/30ml0.3oz/8.5g

1oz/30ml

EMBRACE 
TIGHTENING 
PLEASURE SERUM

DISCOVER G-SPOT 
STIMULATING SERUM

NIPPLE NIBBLERS TINGLE 
BALM
A sweetly flavored lickable treat 
from Jelique, Nipple Nibbler Tingle 
Balm adds lots of chilly toe-curling 
tingle to erogenous zones, from 
lips to nipples and beyond. Inspired 
by the taste and scent of plump 
strawberries mingled with sweet 
vanilla sugar, playmates won’t be 
able to keep lips and tongue off 
each other.

CL-250429

Edible



Lubes & Lotions

Exclusively created to feel just 
like natural lubrication, this high 
end water based formula from 
Shunga’s Toko line is the prefect 
way to add even more ‘slip’ and 
moisture to playtime.

A superior lube specifically 
created to deliver slippery-
smooth anal play, Wicked’s Jelle 
features a thick, rich texture that 
perfectly coats toy and body 
surfaces, elimination friction and 
leaving behind nothing pleasure.

TOKO AQUA WATER 
BASED LUBRICANT

5.5oz/163ml

SH-062008

WICKED-901054

4oz/120ml

JELLE WATER BASED 
ANAL LUBRICANT

H2O STRAWBERRY KISS 
FLAVORED LUBRICANT
1oz/30ml
A sweet, ultra juicy lubricant from 
System Jo, this crystal clear water 
based treat enhances sex with tons 
of long lasting slipperiness and a 
deliciously silky feel, not to mention 
a mouthwatering hit of sweet 
strawberry flavor with no unpleasant 
aftertaste.

SJ-101186

H2O GREEN APPLE 
FLAVORED LUBRICANT
1oz/30ml
A sweet, ultra juicy lubricant from 
System Jo, this crystal clear water 
based treat enhances sex with tons 
of long lasting slipperiness and a 
deliciously silky feel, not to mention 
a mouthwatering hit of tangy apple 
flavor with no unpleasant aftertaste.

SJ-103852

TOKO SILICONE LUBRICANT
5.5oz/163ml
A velvety long-lasting personal 
moisturizer created to feel just like 
natural lubrication, Toko’s Silicone 
high formula effortlessly relieves 
dryness, alleviates friction and adds 
lots of pleasurable slipperiness to 
playtime.
SH-063005

SILK HYBRID INTIMATE 
LUBRICANT
4.2oz/125ml
Lending its supremely velvety long-
lasting texture to sexual pursuits of 
all types, Silk features an ingenious 
marriage of two top Sliquid  lube 
formulas. Combining the slippery, 
easy spreading glide of a water-
based lubricant with the staying 
power of plush silicone, Silk was 
created to feel just as natural as 
possible in and around the body.
SL-000098

Edible
Edible



Lubes & Lotions

Keep a 
bottle

handy for 

cleaning 
your

testers after

each party!

MOOD LUBE 5 PACK
1oz/30ml
Get in the mood with Doc 
Johnson’s pleasure potion sampler 
kit. Try the entire Mood Lube 
collection with this 5 piece kit that 
includes 1oz. bottles of the water-
based, sensitive, tingling, silicone, 
and warming lubricants from sex toy 
powerhouse Doc Johnson.
DJ-1362-01-BX

BEFORE & AFTER 
ANTIBACTERIAL TOY 
CLEANER
4oz/118ml
A gentle, ultra effective spray 
cleaner that’s been proven effective 
at eliminating 3 of the major 
irritation and infection-causing 
microorganisms, this high end toy 
wash from Classic Erotica can and 
should be used before and after you 
enjoy your toys.
CL-000079

H2O PEACHY LIPS 
FLAVORED LUBRICANT
1oz/30ml
A sweet, ultra juicy lubricant from 
System Jo, this crystal clear water 
based treat enhances sex with tons 
of long lasting slipperiness and a 
deliciously silky feel, not to mention 
a mouthwatering hit of peachy flavor 
with no unpleasant aftertaste.
SJ-101261

DR. BERMAN UNIVERSAL 
TOY CLEANER
6.28 fL. oz/185.7ml
Keeping favorite toys clean and 
sanitary, this ultra effective Universal 
Toy Cleaner contains safe, effective 
cleansers that work to eliminate any 
bacteria, germs and other nasties 
that may be lurking on toy surfaces.
CE-9770-00-1



Couples C-Rings

Helping to maintain a firm 
erection while keeping 
stimulation under control, the 
chosen ring applies unrelenting 
pressure to strategic points 
around the base of the penis 
and testicles, if desired.

Add lots more sensation, 
stimulation and ‘O’ pleasure 
to sex with the Screaming 
O Vibrating Ring. This soft, 
stretchy cock ring is comfortable 
and user friendly, just place it at 
the base of the penis with the 
vibrating area facing up. 

The ultimate toy for couples...
the Dolphin does it all! A soft 
jelly ring keeps a firm erection 
while dual vibrators do their 
work. One powerful vibrating 
bullet behind the dolphins nose 
provides clitoral stimulation for 
her, while the bullet in the tail 
vibrates for anal and testicular 
stimulation.

The Support Master is a serious 
support system that helps keep 
the penis hard while keeping the 
shaft and testicles comfortably 
contained. The Master fits over 
the bottom half of penis, it 
features 3 soft, stretchy rings 
for the shaft and one that loops 
under the balls

ISLAND RINGS

CE-1429-00-2

CE-5629-30-3

SO-001030

CE-1826-12-3

SCREAMING O 
ULTIMATE VIBRATING 
LOVE RING

DIVING DOLPHIN 
VIBRATING COCK 
RING

DR. JOEL KAPLAN 
SUPPORT MASTER 
TRIPLE TICKLERS



Couples’ Toys

The unique Clone-A-Willy Kit 
allows playmates to create a 
vibrating silicone replica of his 
penis as back-up for business 
trips, lonely nights or to pinch 
hit for the real thing during 
marathon pleasure sessions.

CLONE-A-WILLY 
VIBRATOR KIT

EMP-085316

SATISFYER PARTNER 
MULTIFUN 1 COUPLES VIBE
Literally branching out shape-wise 
from their beloved pressure wave 
suction simulators, Satisfyer’s 
Partner Multifun features two 
vibrating silicone stems curving 
out from either end of a rounded 
vibrating base. The stems meet in 
the middle, leaving just a tiny bit of 
space between.
ZSAT-016396

7 PIECE BED SPREADER 
RESTRAINT SYSTEM
A fantastically versatile restraint kit, 
Lux Fetish’s simple Bed Spreader 
instantly converts just about any 
bed into a veritable bondage 
playground via sturdy, extra lengthy 
straps that fit under most standard 
mattresses, as well as around 
headboards and frames.
EE-042823

FETISH FANTASY 
INFLATABLE POSITION 
MASTER
To get into the most pleasurable 
positions, the Inflatable Position 
Master is a perfect choice; it’s a 
must-have for any adventurous 
couple. This big slanted pillow 
cushions the body, and provides 
support and leverage for the best 
sex. EZ Grip Luv handles on either 
side let you keep a strong hold so 
you can keep up the rhythm without 
tiring out, and a velvety flocked 
fabric keeps you from sliding 
around.
PD-2173-00



Rabbit Vibrators

WATERPROOF JACK RABBIT VIBE
A fantastically classic, satisfyingly full 
sized and ridiculously powerful waterproof 
version of the much-loved, tried and true 
Jack Rabbit, this crowd-pleasure of a 
pleasure piece offers blissfully full coverage 
stimulation, multiple speeds of vibration 
and rotation, plus a shower and tub friendly 
design ideal for splashy fun.
CE-0610-80-2

POSH SILICONE THUMPER G VIBE
Aside from it’s thoughtfully angled, perfectly 
firm tip, the shaft blends seamlessly into 
a subtly wavy texture that excites nerve 
endings on its way in and around sensitive 
areas. A simple push button on the base 
cycles an impressively quiet, intensely 
powerful motor through three possible 
speeds.
CE-0726-05-3

FOREPLAY FRENZY CLIMAXER 
VIBE
Featuring thoughtful body-conscious 
curves, a unique cupped clitoral stimulator 
and twelve throbbing patterns of vibration, 
CalExotic’s Foreplay Frenzy builds on a 
classic rabbit, adding a pronounced g-spot 
targeting tip and that full coverage external 
tickler.
CE-0737-15-2

WATERPROOF CRYSTAL FLEX 
VIBE
Increase your orgasmic potential in a big 
way with the Crystal Flex. This vibe is 
designed to give you the most pleasure 
possible, with a triple penetration system. 
Some women swear by triple penetration 
as a way to get them to the elusive g-spot 
orgasm, find out if the same is true for you!
CE-0783-00-2



Traditional Vibrators  

Mini Vibes & Bullets

FINGO FUN FINGER NUBBY 
VIBE
 A classic bullet vibe is at the core 
of the FingO, with a simple button 
at the bottom to turn it on and off, 
and a curvy shape that fits your 
hot spots just right. Overtop of the 
vibe is the soft, textured jelly rubber 
sleeve that slips over the finger 
naturally.
SO-001085

CLASSIX 7” SLIMLINE 
ROCKET VIBE
If someone asked us to describe 
the most classic, beloved, and 
versatile vibrator we could imagine, 
we’d be describing the Slimline 
Rocket, no question! Traditional, 
but definitely not boring, this Classix 
number features a super-smooth 
surface in eye-catching metallic 
purple, a simple tapered shape 
perfect for inner or outer sweet-spot 
endeavors, and a powerful multi-
speed motor.
PD-1976-12

MY SECRET VIBRATING 
LIPSTICK
A beautiful, ultra pleasurable little 
treat from the uniquely discreet 
My Secret, the Vibrating Lipstick 
is a secretive, sexy addition to any 
make-up bag or purse- like all the 
offerings from this line, the design 
and packaging would be completely 
at home on a high-end makeup 
counter.
SO-011108

LOLLIES SMARTIE CLASSIC 
MULTI SPEED VIBE
Look, we appreciate tech as 
much as the next person, but 
sometimes, there’s just nothing 
like a simple, tried-and-true vibe 
that’ll get the pleasure job done. 
On that note, meet Smartie from 
the Lollies collection. This sexy little 
number delivers simplicity, power 
and playfulness in a pearly pink 
package.
NSN-0422-34

HIGH INTENSITY BULLET 
VIBE
Take pleasure potential anywhere 
you go with a discreet, powerful 
little High Intensity Bullet. This 
petite little vibe is silky, smooth and 
completely travel friendly, as well as 
being powerful, durable and fully 
waterproof.
CE-0075-04-2

CLASSIX MR. TWISTER 
METALLIC VIBE
Let’s get one thing straight, please 
- a classic does NOT need to be 
boring. Case in point: Mr Twister! 
This sexy metallic vibe may have 
a familiar shape and simple, no-
nonsense design, but he’s more 
than ready to deliver some seriously 
intense stimulation direct to your 
most pleasure-craving sweet spots.
PD-1977-11



Mini Vibes & Bullets

G-Spot Vibes

LUCID DREAM NO. 14 
G-SPOT VIBE
Hailed as one of the best g-spot 
vibes in existence, the Lucid Dream 
14 boasts a winning combination 
of precision softness, an incredibly 
accurate, sexily swollen angle and 
fantastic power originating from 
a dedicated motor located in a 
supremely sweet-spot targeting tip.
DJ-0926-01-BX

SILICONE REMOTE BULLET 
VIBE
Curved into an classic little shape 
designed to target a multitude of 
sweet spots, the Remote Bullet 
features twelve incredible vibe 
modes, a super-smooth silicone 
surface and a long range remote 
guaranteed to inspire sexual 
creativity.
CE-0077-10-3

SLIMLINE G VIBE
Featuring one of, if not THE most 
recognizable shapes in the vibe 
world, Wildfire’s Slimline G offers 
its sexily enlarged, curvaceously 
bulbous, dramatically angled tip 
to effortlessly target the orgasmic 
female g-spot. Firmly precise, 
seamless and certainly sturdy 
enough to stand up to the type of 
enthusiastic manual massage often 
needed to trigger g-spot bliss, the 
Slimline is truly perfect for g-seekers 
of all experience levels.
TS-1112036

DR. BERMAN BASICS 
ATHENA MINI MASSAGER 
VIBE
Discreet, direct and ultra versatile, 
the Athena vibe is proves that good 
things come in small packages. 
Brought to you by the Berman 
Center line of Intimate Accessories, 
this tiny massager was designed 
to deliver tons of pleasure and 
stimulation in just about any sexy 
situation.
CE-9730-14-3

THE ORIGINAL BUTTERFLY 
KISS VIBE
A creatively shaped, intensely 
power-packed little vibe boasting 
gorgeous curvy styling and 
decadent functionality, the petite 
Butterfly Kiss is a top seller, having 
effortlessly captivated pleasure 
seekers of all experience levels.
CE-0782-12-3

INSATIABLE DESIRE MINI 
G-SPOT VIBRATOR
Shaped ergonomically, the 
Insatiable was thoughtfully tailored 
to fit the contours of the female 
body, effortlessly reaching upward 
to massage the super-sensitive, 
nerve-packed upper vaginal wall 
when inserted.
FIFTY-819909



Massagers

VIBERITE CORDLESS 7 
SPEED MASSAGER
Zooming onto the scene to 
challenge some of the favorites, 
the rechargeable seven function 
VibeRite by Kinklab is an extremely 
powerful massager with a soft, 
flexible head that easily reaches 
sweet spots far and wide.
SR-091339

THE ORIGINAL MAGIC 
WAND
The Original Magic Wand is 
unquestionably one of, if not the 
ultimate best-loved vibrator in 
history, it’s been called a marriage 
saver, is often recommended 
by sexual health care providers 
for women who have difficulty 
climaxing, and, as countless reviews 
testify, it’s quite simply the only vibe 
you, or you and playmate, will ever 
need.
ZZ-111

TRI-GASM WAND 
ATTACHMENT
Created to harness all the mind-
blowing power of a favorite wand, 
directing tons of toe-curling 
stimulation to the very sweetest of 
spots, the pearly Wand Essentials 
Tri-Gasm easily provides blissfully 
full coverage pleasure to g-spot, 
clitoris and anal opening.
XR-010912

G-SPOTTER ATTACHMENT
As if the incredibly popular, tried-
and-true Magic Wand massager 
could get any better, Vibratex’ 
Original series presents the 
G-Spotter. This strategically curvy 
attachment instantly transforms the 
notoriously power-packed Wand 
into an equally powerful penetrator 
shaped to massage and stimulate 
the orgasmic g-spot.
V-001640



Luxury Vibrators

SQWEEL 2 ORAL SEX 
STIMULATOR
Designed to be easy to hold and 
control, the Sqweel 2 is light and 
very manageable, letting you hold it 
vertically, horizontally, or at whatever 
angle you need to get the most out 
of your 10 tongues.
LH-814041

THE COUPLES RABBIT 
REMOTE SILICONE VIBE
If this extra curvy bunny looks 
just a little (or a lot) familiar, 
congratulations, you’ve been paying 
attention to the hottest couple’s toy 
in existence!  Not to worry though, 
this is no We-Vibe knock-off. The 
Couples Rabbit is actually the result 
of a collaboration between the 
Rabbit Company and We-Vibe, and 
it’s positively genius.
XGEN-202159

SWEET TOUCH MINI 
CLITORAL VIBRATOR
Featuring a tip scooped out into a 
velvety oval, Sweet Touch lavishes 
full-coverage pleasure to even the 
smallest of sweet spots- the firm 
yet plush feel of top-notch silicone 
assists with precision, and feels 
downright fantastic as it warms 
naturally to body heat.
FIFTY-878194

SATISFYER PRO TRAVELER 
CLITORAL SUCTION 
SIMULATOR
When you’ve reached that point in 
the day when you just can’t resist 
the idea of the Traveler waiting 
patiently in purse, carry-on or 
bedside table, slip it out, get comfy 
and start up the first of those eleven 
pulsing suction intensities.
ZSAT-015900

SATISFYER PRO 2 NEXT 
GENERATION
Contoured to fit comfortably in 
hand, the Pro 2 can be directed 
easily over and around the body- 
the sleeker shape allows for lots of 
play possibilities during foreplay and 
sex.
ZSAT-015030

KINKY PLUS BUNNY DUAL 
VIBE
Ah, the bunny! You probably know 
and love this classic double-the-
pleasure vibrator shape, but if not, 
there’s no time like the present 
to find a new fave. The Kinky 
from VeDO is, like all of VeDO’s 
playthings, a perfect combination of 
luxury and simple usability.
VEDO-757069



Dildos

 The slightly angled head brings 
g-spot and prostate stimulation 
to mind, the softly pointed tip 
is angled out and up slightly 
thanks to the natural curve of 
the dildo, fitting the description 
of a great g-spot toy for men 
and woman.

Sleek and soft, the Slim 7 from 
the Basix Collection offers 
pleasure seekers a classic 
tapered shaft rippled through 
with lifelike texture. Courtesy of 
a wide circular base enhanced 
with sturdy suction, the Basix 
Slim 7 offers up tons of hands-
free options, in or out of strap-
on situations. 

ICICLES NO. 05 GLASS 
DILDO

PD-2905-00

PD-4223-12

BASIX SLIM 7 INCH 
DILDO

NEW COMERS STRAP-ON & 
DILDO SET
A simple, user friendly, ultra sexy 
harness from Sportsheets that was 
specially designed for beginners 
but is great for anyone, the New 
Comers Strap-On & Dildo Set 
provides a snug, sure fit and a great 
look along with a Please silicone 
dildo to get you started.
SS-696016

CRYSTAL JELLIES JR. 
DOUBLE 12 INCH DILDO
An excitingly lengthy dildo with tons 
of versatile flexibility, Doc Johnson’s 
Crystal Jellies 12 Inch Double 
presents its two lifelike tips to 
seekers of thrilling shared pleasure, 
double penetration desires and 
beyond.
DJ-0287-02-CD



Tush Toys

X-10 ANAL BEADS
Extra slick, perfectly graduated 
and wonderfully hygienic, California 
Exotic’s X-10 version of a complete 
anal pleasure classic features 
super-smooth PVC construction, 
extremely manageable styling 
and a flexible, forgiving feel that’s 
nevertheless very satisfying.
CE-1233-12-2

VIBRO PLAY ANAL TOY
The Vibro Play probe is a unique 
tool to help you add lots of intense 
sensation to playtime. The shape 
is thoughtful and functional, with 
a super slim head head for easy 
and comfortable insertion, some 
ribbed texture, along with smoothly 
graduated bumps for tons of 
sensation.
CE-0390-14-2

ANAL INITIATION KIT
Designed to help ease the transition 
from anal play beginner to novice 
and expert status, this trio of soft 
jelly plugs allow for a gradual and 
comfortable introduction leading to 
an excitingly full finish.
DJ-0283-25-CD

CRYSTAL PREMIUM GLASS 
SMALL BUTT PLUG
Petite and ultra manageable, this 
firm, weighty, dreamily slick glass 
plug from ns novelties is absolutely 
perfect for beginners to butt play. 
Shaped into a classic rounded bulb, 
the tip is smoothly tapered for easy 
insertion, it widens very gradually 
toward the middle, providing a 
gentle, effective stretch and an 
excitingly full sensation.
NSN-0701-17



Kegel Exercisers

FETISH FANTASY LTD BEN-
WA BALLS
Inspired by a very memorable scene 
in the Fifty Shades legacy, these 
perfectly weighty, ultra sleek classic 
ben wa balls are a deliciously self-
indulgent way to prime for pleasure, 
strengthen sex muscles and 
increase sexual awareness.
PD-4425-00

POSH SILICONE “O” BALLS
Luxuriously designed and perfectly 
body safe, this lovely silicone kegel 
strengthening set of ‘O’ Balls hails 
from the high end Posh collection. 
This particular set of Balls, the likes 
of which has been steadily growing 
in popularity thanks to a certain 
grey-shaded erotic novel, consists 
of two plush silicone weighted 
spheres meant to tone and tighten, 
while providing deliciously discreet 
pleasure.
CE-1321-10-3

CRYSTAL PREMIUM GLASS 
EGGS
The classy, high end ns novelties 
line brings on Premium Glass Eggs, 
a great take on an ancient sexual 
practice. These smooth, deliciously 
shaped, subtly weighted spheres 
are worn internally to strengthen the 
pelvic floor muscles, which in turn 
leads to more control over pleasure 
and even stronger orgasms.
NSN-0703-11

FANTASY FOR HER KEGEL 
TRAIN-HER SET
Melding velvety silicone with 
progressive weightiness, Fantasy 
For-Her’s Kegel Train-Her trio offers 
a perfect starting point to kegel 
training plus two more advanced 
level options ideal for maintenance 
and continued practice.
PD-4930-12



For The Guys

SUPER HEAD HONCHO 
MASTURBATOR
Designed for incredible solo 
sessions and hand-job help, the 
Super Head Honcho’s portable 
shape fits comfortably in any sized 
hand. Front and center of the 
exterior, there’s a playfully detailed 
little opening complete with soft lips. 
Gripping snugly right from the start, 
a triple noded interior sucks and 
massages all the way through to an 
open end.
CE-9573-10-3

SATISFYER MEN SUCTION 
STROKER
Sporty and sleek, the Men sleeve 
comes tucked discreetly into 
black casing. Totally travel-ready, 
it doesn’t present as anything 
in particular, it could easily be a 
shower gel, shave kit or beverage 
holder. Inside the casing, a super-
soft white sleeve waits to take its 
owner between supple lips.
ZSAT-015887

CREME MASTURBATION 
CREAM FOR MEN
4oz/120ml
A thick velvety cream packed with 
nourishing vitamin E, aloe, coconut 
and sweet almond oils, Wicked’s 
Creme provides tons of long lasting 
slipperiness that won’t quit till 
playtime’s up.
WICKED-909043

PLUMP ENHANCEMENT 
CREAM FOR MEN
2oz
Formulated to help men look their 
best, Plump is an enhancing gel 
that helps increase blood flow to the 
penis, which makes for a thicker, 
larger look and feel.
DJ-1312-10-BU



Kinky Fun

FEATHER TICKLER 7 INCH
There are countless ways you 
could make use of the Feather, try 
pairing it with a blindfold and lightly 
dragging the silky feathers over 
the object of your desire’s skin as 
foreplay, the whisper soft touch will 
ignite nerve endings as it sets the 
mood for pleasure to come.
SS-100704

BLACK FURRY HAND CUFFS
Completely adjustable, the core 
metal clicks easily into place as 
the cuffs are positioned around the 
wrists (or ankles), a key lock them 
into place (two included), though 
there’s a safety catch on the side, 
just in case.
SS-000654

SCANDAL LOVERS TAPE
A must-have pleasure tool for every 
kinkster’s toy chest, the Lovers Tape 
from California Exotic Novelties’ 
Scandal collection makes for a 
dynamic bondage restraint that’s 
beginner friendly and versatile for 
more advanced users, wrapping 
securely around wrists and ankles 
with a sleek aesthetic appeal.
CE-2712-01-2

NIPPLE PLAY CRYSTAL 
CHAIN NIPPLE CLAMPS
Dazzling with their gorgeous 
rhinestone decked connector chain, 
these tantalizing Clamps from the 
nipple play line can be counted on 
to keep up an unrelenting pinch for 
long drawn-out stimulation.
CE-2617-05-2



Kinky Fun

SINFUL WHIP
A stylish, ultra functional take on a 
classic bondage playtime staple, 
the Sinful Whip combines a sturdy, 
patterned vinyl handle with long, 
soft leather tails that tickle or sting, 
depending on how you choose to 
wield it.
NSN-1225-13

FETISH FANTASY LTD 
FEATHER CROP
A sexy lovers tool for playful 
couples, the Feather Crop is a 
double ended treat with potential 
for teasing tickles or stinging slaps. 
One side of the Crop is tipped with 
irresistibly soft feathers, perfect 
for gently trailing along your lovers 
sweet spots, raising goosebumps 
and increasing arousal.
PD-4404-23

XOXO PADDLE
Delivering light teasing smacks as 
well as firmer, stinging slaps, the 
perfect X’s and O’s cutout may just 
leave its mark. The core of the Crop 
is a firm, hardy ABS plastic with 
just enough flexibility, it’s covered at 
tip and base with sexy leather-look 
vinyl fabric.
SS-100636

DOOR JAM SEX SLING
Get into some creatively 
compromising positions easily 
and very excitingly with the 
fantastic Door Jam Sex Sling from 
Sportsheets. Especially considering 
all the pleasure you’ll get from this 
sexy system, it’s breathtakingly easy 
to use and requires only a doorway 
to set up.
SS-324032


